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Dallas 9.0 Men Claim National Title
The men’s 9.0 USTA League championship was claimed by the Dallas

squad, representing the USTA Texas Section. The Dallas team defeated a

team from Millbrae, Calif., 2-1, in the final and beat a team from Eagan,

Minn., 2-1, in the semifinals. The team is captained by Bill Braswell and

USTA TEXAS NEWS & NOTES
features Peter Neufeld, Steve Franklin, Roger Sargent, KC Miller, Jim

Hansen, Warren Gradick, and Steve Canan. They play at the High Point

Tennis Center. The Austin 7.0 and Houston 9.0 women finished third.

USTA Texas Partners with Growing Champions for Life 
USTA Texas announces a partnership with Growing Champions for Life,

an organization dedicated to creating cohesive families and principle-

centered athletes who win at life, not just sports. As a member benefit,

you will have access to inspirational videos, educational webinars,

interesting articles and informative information for positive sport

families and healthy athlete development at every level.

http://bit.ly/1mwbqVS

USTA Texas Now on Instagram
You probably already know USTA Texas is

a mainstay on Facebook, YouTube and

Twitter but we are now flashing photos on

Instagram. Check out USTA_Texas on

Instagram. Stay updated on the latest

tennis happenings across the state and

tag @usta_texas

USTA Texas Website Gets Facelift
USTA Texas has given the homepage a facelift to make it more pleasing

and functional. Check out the new look and tell us what you think on

Twitter using #USTATXWeb. Check out our new homepage design at

www.texas.usta.com

Austin Aces & Texas Wild Tickets Now on Sale
The two Myland World Team Tennis teams in Texas, the Irving-based

Texas Wild and the Austin Aces, have released their schedules for the

2014 season. The two teams will face each other three times during the

regular season. Tickets are now on sale for both pro tennis franchises

at www.austinacestennis.com and www.texaswildtennis.com.

Veronica Nicholls Joins USTA Texas Staff
We are excited to welcome Veronica Nicholls to the USTA Texas team.

The St. Edward’s University graduate works in the Community

Development department coordinating our Diversity & Inclusion, 10 and

Under, Kids Clubs and NJTL programs. She can be reached at

nicholls@texas.usta.com.



BY JANET WUERPEL

Shelia Bishop and Kim Cleary are

familiar faces to those playing tennis across

Texas with their tennis apparel brand LoveAll.

Both share a connection, passion and love

for tennis as they play in several USTA

Leagues around the Dallas / Fort Worth

Metroplex. 

They noticed a lack of creative,

comfortable, as well as humorous, tennis

clothing for women.  Though they had no

experience in the clothing industry, they

decided to transfer their tennis passion

into founding a new tennis apparel brand

called LoveAll. 

And it all started with a single T-shirt.

Kim and Shelia were part of a group of

ladies that had planned a tennis vacation

at the John Newcombe Tennis Ranch in

New Braunfels back in May 2009. For

fun, they decided to design a unique

shirt they all could wear on and off the

court. 

They went out to dinner, shared a

few beverages, sat down and

brainstormed and came up with a

wonderful idea.  Why not show why

ladies love tennis; the social-getting to

know each other-having fun together,

and of course, a lot of laughing part! The

design and motto for the first T-shirt was

made up quickly, a martini glass that is

accessorized with tennis balls instead of

olives, saying “My Drinking Team Has a

Tennis Problem.” With that design they

followed with the second, tennis balls in the

shape of a peace sign.

“We definitely realized the need for

tennis apparel that was comfy and humorous

for ladies to wear on and off the court,” said

Kim about the market in 2009 when they first

started to share their creativity and designs

with all the tennis lovers in the Dallas/ Fort

Worth area, selling the T-shirts and tank tops

out of the trunks of their cars, at tennis

courts and from their homes. 

Less than a year later, LoveAll made its

first appearance at the USPTA Southwest

Buying Show in Dallas and from there on

everybody has fallen for their apparel which

is now in high demand. 

Humbly starting off in local sporting

good stores in the Dallas area and online,

they finally got their LoveAll clothing line into

larger outlets. Tennis Warehouse Europe

loved their creative brand and now tennis

enthusiasts all over Europe enjoy wearing

LoveAll.  Still growing, the brand that was

inspired by a group of ladies playing tennis in

the Dallas area can now be found in 31

states, overseas and online at

www.loveall.com. 

Giving credit to the sport of tennis and

especially to USTA Texas, the two ladies say

they probably wouldn’t have met if not for

playing in USTA Texas Leagues.  “I love

playing tennis and I love the competition that

playing USTA Texas Leagues brings,” said

Kim.

They also impressed USTA Texas with

their creativity and the section entered a

partnership with LoveAll to create USTA

Texas logo apparel.  Stephanie Arena,

Marketing Director for USTA Texas, became

aware of the brand thru a friend who was

wearing one of their signature tees. The

friend then introduced Stephanie to the two

LoveAll ladies. Since Shelia and Kim are

enthusiastic USTA league players, love the

game of tennis and have great energy, the

partnership grew on mutual interests and

integrity.  

“It is great to see how much energy they

both have and it’s exciting watching the

brand grow and how they develop new

products and themes. It is really fun to be a

part of the process,” said Arena about the

partnership with LoveAll. 

Now USTA Texas members, league

captains, staff and volunteers enjoy the

quality of USTA Texas LoveAll tees with

their fashionable colors and custom

designs.  LoveAll says the association with

USTA Texas continues to open doors.

Shelia and Kim often refer to

themselves as Thelma and Louise; they

have faced many challenges over the years

that have made them even closer like family.

Kim handles the accounting and operations

side while Shelia takes care of marketing

and sales.

The Cleary family has been involved

with Special Olympics of Texas for many

years as one of their three children has

disabilities.  As a family they volunteer for

the organization with Kim recently

becoming certified to teach tennis to

disabled adults.  Also just three months into

the creation of the business in 2009, Kim

was diagnosed with cancer but has not let

that slow her down. 

Her family, doctors and the brand

founded with her close friend, Shelia, have

been a great support throughout this time.  

“I had motivation to be a survivor. I

didn’t have time to curl up in a ball and cry,”

said Kim.

Shelia is the supermom of two

daughters, 8 and 6-year olds, who love to

play competitive sport just like their mom. 

Family is a big part and source of Kim

and Shelia’s strength and their overall

success. The two ladies appreciate that

LoveAll enables them to maintain a close

connection, and to share with their daughters

who enjoy wearing the clothes and serving

as models in the catalogues. 

This passion and love for tennis they

share and enjoy goes beyond business.
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For the LoveAll of Tennis
Two Ladies Make Passion for Tennis Limitless
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BY VERONICA NICHOLLS

USTA Texas is proud to announce the 20 winners of its Tennis

Summer Camp Scholarships for 2014. 

The program, presented by Whataburger, matched winners who

submitted an essay and supporting documents showing academic

success and a financial need with our camp participants the Aggie

Tennis Camp, Austin Tennis Academy, Baylor Tennis Camp, John

Newcombe Tennis Ranch, Nike Tennis Camp, Texas A&M Tennis

Camp and the University of Texas Tennis Camp.   

One winner included Julissa Salazar of Mercedes who attends

La Villa Early College High School, with a summer tennis camp

scholarship to The John Newcombe Tennis Ranch.

Julissa’s essay expressed not only her passion for tennis but the

pride that she has in her school and team while wearing her school

uniform. Julissa is not only a passionate tennis player but an active

member in DECA, One Act Plays, and the National Honor Society.

Julissa’s dedication to academics has also guided her down the path

of computer science. She is on track to earn her Associates Degree

by May 2015. 

We wish Julissa and all of our camp winners the best of luck and

lots of fun during their week of camp. 

2014 SUmmer TenniS CAmp SChoLArShip reCipienTS:

FIRST LAST         HOMETOWN   SCHOOL                                           CAMP

Marian Aguirre         Plano                 Beverly Elementary School                       Baylor Tennis Camp

Herman Aguirre         Plano                 Beverly Elementary School                       Baylor Tennis Camp

Tanner Beldsoe        Universal City    Judson High School                                 Austin Tennis Academy

Kayley Coxen          Witchita Falls    Zundy Junior High School                        Nike Tennis Camp

Kory Estrada        Buda                 Dahlstrom Middle School                         Aggie Tennis Camp

Ezra Flores           Laredo               Clark Middle School                                  UT Tennis Camp

Rachael Hatchett       Pearland            Berry Miller Junior High                           Texas A&M Tennis Camp

Savannah Hatfield        Sugar Land       Brazos Bend Elementary School               Aggie Tennis Camp

Trinity Klamecki     Sugar Land       Huffines Middle School                            Nike Tennis Camp

Carlos Lobera         Austin               Noel Grisham Middle School                    Austin Tennis Academy

Marisa Luna            San Antonio      Judson High School                                 Austin Tennis Academy

Alicia May             Franklin             Roland Reynolds Elementary School        Baylor Tennis Camp

Jordan Meza            Houston            Stratford High School                               Newks

Tobin Moore          Abilene              Wylie Junior High School                         Aggie Tennis Camp

Alyha Rivera          Dallas                Northlake Elementary School                    Texas A&M Tennis Camp

Joshua Rocker         Abilene              Villiage Tech Schools                                Texas A&M Tennis Camp

Julissa Salazar         Mercedes          La Villa Early College High School            Newks

Drew Turner          Garland             Luna Elementary School                           Nike Tennis Camp

Hannah Velazquez     Bulverde            Hill Country Christian Homeschoolers      UT Tennis Camp

Pricilla Velazquez     Bulverde            Hill Country Christian Homeschoolers      UT Tennis Camp

20 Scholarship Camp Award
Winners Announced by USTA Texas



BY SHELVIE JOANNA RICHARDSON

No one in Texas understands the

physics involved in tennis more than Dr.

Lynwood randolph, a retired physicist from

NASA and a member of the USTA Texas

Diversity and Inclusion committee.

For every action there is an equal and

opposite re-action which is a statement that

most physicist cite when referring to isaac

newton.

What does tennis and one of Newton’s

laws of motion have in common with tennis?

Maybe it is Lynwood.

His passion for science started at an

early age. He entered a science fair and won

first prize. That started his career in

science. He excelled greatly in the area

of mathematics. However, he said

that he was not particularly

interested in pursuing the careers

that many other African-Americans

chose to follow during that time.

Being a teacher, lawyer or a doctor were just

not what he had in mind. He spoke with his

guidance counselor about his dilemma, and

she told him about a class he could take

called physics. He asked her “How do you

spell that?” and the rest is history.

His physics teacher was a former

student-fellow at Virginia State University

where he went on to earn bachelor of

science degrees in physics and

mathematics, then earned a Ph.D. in Solid

State Physics from Howard University. His

professional career included a business

leadership program degree from Harvard,

and 25 years with NASA, retiring in 1998 as

the Aerospace Executive Director of

Education based at the space agency’s

Maryland research and education

office.

Randolph is just as

passionate about his role on the

USTA Texas Diversity and

Inclusion committee. One way

he suggests to encourage diverse partici-

pation is to have more interaction in various

communities. Whether it’s African-American,

Asian, or Hispanic communities as well as

gay and lesbian (LGBT), he said the goal

should be to provide a welcoming organi-

zation in which people from all walks of life

will want to play as well as work together. 

Randolph recently had an had an

opportunity to meet with Kathleen Wu at the

USTA Texas annual meeting. Wu serves as

the Chair of the National Committee on

Diversity and Inclusion and sits on the USTA

Texas Executive Committee and

Management Committee, as well as serving

as general counsel. He is also looking

forward to working with USTA Texas’ newly

appointed Diversity & Inclusion coordinator

Veronica nicholls.

Over the past month alone, Randolph

has been able to talk with local men’s and

women’s tennis association boards on

diversity and provides them with information

to work with them to see what they would

want to do in their particular areas.

The Hispanic population has eight Texas

cities in the top 25 with Houston ranking No.

3;  San Antonio at No. 4; followed by Dallas

(7); El Paso (8); Austin (11); Fort Worth (13);

Corpus Christi (22); and Brownsville (24).

LGBT’s make up 1.13 percent of the

population of Dallas and 1.18 percent in

Austin, according to the engagement guide

numbers released by the USTA. 

Out of the top 25 cities that have a high

African-American population, Texas has

three of the largest with Houston at No. 5,

Dallas at No. 10 and Fort Worth at No. 23.

The Asian-American population has a large

presence with Houston at No. 8, Austin at

No. 22 and Plano at No. 23.

One way he suggests that has proven to

be very effective is to start by working with

the youth.

“If you can get the youth involved, you’ll

have the parents involved because they have

to bring the youth to the activities,” said

Randolph, who puts an emphasis on his

professional area and science fairs as one

example. 

His opinion, in terms of trying to reach

out to students for diversity and inclusion is

that if you somehow can interact at a science

fair, there are a number of science projects

that are demonstrations of physics as well as

tennis. You get that relationship; the spinning

of the tennis ball; the speed and all those

kind of things. Tennis can be explained

through physics.
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TEXAS SECTION 

Diversity and Inclusion is Important to
USTA Texas & Lynwood Randolph



Randolph continues to encourage and

motivate all those he comes in contact with.

It has been his life goal and his mission to

overcome obstacles and achieve the highest

goals of personal development. With a

concerted effort on all parts, USTA Texas –

through its programming, volunteer

committies and outreach – is ensuring

ensuring that everyone has the opportunity

to play and be exposed to tennis. 

As an active civic and community

volunteer, Randolph sponsors a church group

where they play tennis the first weekend of

the month. He also served as chairman of

judges for the Conroe ISD Science Fairs. 

Originally from Richmond, Virginia,

Randolph grew up playing ping pong and

table tennis to which he admits he was very

good. He attended the same high school that

Arthur Ashe but did not meet him personally

until later in life. It would be many years later

that he would discover his own enjoyment of

the sport of tennis.

It was while attending a father-son

function that he was asked if he would like to

participate in a tennis event. Thinking it was

as good a time as any to play, so without

hesitation, he decided to sign up.

“I had never played tennis before!”

said Randolph. He said it turned out to be

the most “horrible” performance he would

ever exhibit to date. Leaving with a feeling

of determination, he continued to absorb

himself with everything tennis in an effort

to become better skilled at the game. Over

the years, he developed a passion and is

now more than just an active, team

participant. 

“I just love tennis. I think it’s a great

sport. I love the participation and exercise

that I get,” said  Randolph, who plays tennis

between three to four times a week, mostly

at The Woodlands Club, after moving to

Magnolia, Texas, outside of Houston in 2001.

Two years ago, he had the opportunity

to go to New York City to a USTA event

where his youngest son was receiving an

award. Lemuel preston randolph was the

director of parks and recreation in McKinney,

Texas at the time and the facility was voted

one of the top tennis facilities in the country.

Maybe Newton’s phrase should go like

this: For every action there is an equal and

positive re-action. 
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Hot Shots is the innovative new team-based play format that has

kids of all levels playing tennis and having fun! It is a program

centered around teams, play and competition! Each Hot Shots Play

Program will be guided by a COP or Commissioner of Play who has

had access to a USTA Texas training as well as the Play Plan.

WhY is hot Shots important?

The USTA has made a commitment to PE programs and exposed

more than 400,000 Texas kids to tennis in 2013 alone!

There is a large drop off in the amount of kids who are physically

active through sports after school.

Hot Shots is the next step in providing kids the opportunity for

semi-formal, team-based competition that keeps them in a social,

rewarding sport they can play for their lifetime.

For more information about Hot Shots at USTA Texas contact

Taylor helfeldt Jones at tjones@texas.usta.com or go to

http://www.texas.usta.com/junior_tennis/hot_shots/

Key Characteristics of hot Shots:

� Team-based

� Play

� Competition (score is kept both individually and as a team – COPs

are provided score sheets)

� Fair Play and Sportsmanship emphasized

� Elective!!!! Kids should not just be transferred in to Hot Shots by

converting already existing programs; we want them to choose to

be a Hot Shot!

� Registration is done through txhotshots.sportssignup.com

Participation fee is charged through txhotshots.sportssignup.com –

additional fees are not permitted by individual sites

Benefits for Participants:

� Kids become active and have fun while competing on a team with

friends

� Hot Shots participant gift

� Accumulate points to achieve various Hot Shots levels

� Sportsmanship and fair play recognized and awarded

Benefits for Site:

� Free equipment package to operate program

� Incentives for participant numbers

� Registration website provided by USTA Texas

txhotshots.sportssignup.com

� COP (Commissioner of Play) trained by USTA Texas

� COP provided stipend for each session

Are you a teacher?

There are special incentives for you and your school! Contact us

for more details!

Apply today at: txhotshots.sportssignup.com to become a site!

TEXAS SECTION
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Are You Cool Enough to be a Hot Shot?
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As the summer season approaches – with the Grand Slam, Clay

and Hard National Championships, Zonals, Champs, ZATs, camps, all

on the horizon – I thought it would be fitting to focus this months

column on the responsibilities of competing. You must prepare

yourself in every way; technically, tactically, and emotionally, in order

to bring your best to these important events.  In regard to your

physical training, fitness, shot making, and general technique –

coaches call it “periodization,” and it is simply attempting  to  “peak”

at the right time.

But there is a bit more to the responsibility piece, which seems to

be getting lost in the shuffle more and more.  That is, understand the

commitment and dedication to our great sport and to your fellow

competitors.  Let’s take a look at a few key elements.

Commit to playing the entire event, all the way through any

possible extensions of the schedule.  Indeed, at the CMZ and ZAT

level, you are required to complete the tournament to receive your

points.   Just remember it is your responsibility to play the entire event,

or don’t enter it.  Exceptions should occur only in the case of serious

illness, injury, or personal emergency.  If an event is in a weather delay,

it is the player’s responsibility to continue to check back with the

tournament staff to ensure you are still ready and available when the

courts become playable.  Never assume the event will be cancelled

until you hear official confirmation of that.  We all know Texas weather

stories where it’s pouring in one place, and sunny two miles away.

Be very familiar with The Code – which is a part of “Friend at

Court” – the official rules of tennis – and describes in detail the

responsibilities of all players when an official is not present. You are all

familiar with the responsibility that when any doubt  exists if a ball is in

or out, you MUST give your opponent the benefit of doubt, and play

the ball as good – not play a ”let.”  Though I am sure you know this

one, I am always surprised how players’ eyesight fails them so badly

at key points in the match.  If you call a ball out and then realize it was

good, you must correct your call.

Did you also know that it is in the code that you MUST call the

score out loud before starting a game and prior to serving each point?  

Here’s a responsibility for more than the players.  Let’s call this the

“entourage” rule.  Spectators, parents, friends and coaches, though

encouraged to watch and enjoy, are restricted to having NO INVOLVE-

MENT of any kind during a match (with the players or each other)!  A key

element in this rule that all players need to realize is that the player is

subject to disciplinary action (point penalties, defaults, suspension points,

or outright suspension) for the behavior of his/her entourage.

And one of my favorite elements from The Code: Do not stall, sulk,

competitive corner

By Steve Cobb
DIRECTOR OF COMPETITIVE TENNIS

Prepare Yourself in Every Way

complain, or practice gamesmanship.  That’s pretty self-explanatory. 

Please check out all parts of The Code at http://assets.usta.com/

assets/641/15/2014FAC_final.2.pdf (It starts on pg. 47)  

I think you’ll be glad you did. Here’s hoping you get all the good

bounces this summer!
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At the one-third mark in my 24th year as your Executive Director, I

continue to reflect on what has happened in tennis. In the last issue, I

shared with you all of the staff and volunteer names of all these years.

Now let me share some lessons I have learned along the way.

People take tennis seriously. Yeah, yeah, I guess I already knew

that before I took this job, but as you well know certain stuff runs

downhill and we are at the bottom of that hill. 

This goes with a quote of mine from years ago that “recreational

tennis ends when you start keeping score.” While 99 percent of all our

tennis play has a high sportsmanship quality about it, the other 1

percent can be downright explosive. Some are exploitive and take

advantage of the fact that we can call our own lines. Others are

manipulative and use verbal and non-verbal methods to demean

opponents. Some display character (and backhand) flaws with bursts

of flowery and not-so-flowery language. 

Finally and in our special case called NTRP, winning takes

precedence over fairness when players deliberately lose to keep

ratings down. Sadly this 1 percent takes up about 25 percent of staff

and volunteer time through appeals, discipline and grievance, and rule

changes. As it should be, it is our responsibility to minimize the

negatives to keep tennis fair and fun for the other 99 percent.

Tennis is often life changing in a positive way. I also knew this

before. This can be capsulized for me when I was recovering from

What I Have Learned

kenny mc’S corner

By Ken McAllister
ExECUTIVE DIRECTOR - USTA TExAS

PRESENTED BY

recent surgery. My doctor said that he was not worried about my

recovery as he would for most men my age because I was a tennis

player. That is the healthy lifetime aspect. There are also the leaps into

self-confidence displayed in two moments last week. First, there was

the 9-year old boy in Fort Stockton who won his first 10 and Under

orange ball first place medal and walked around the tournament

wearing it for the rest of the day. Secondly, it was mary John Lynch

winning her first ever USTA Gold Ball in the National Women’s 80 and

over and crying in joy. Children and adults mature on a tennis court by

its very nature of facing pressure alone. Yet the flip side of that

aloneness is the joy of accomplishment by yourself.

Tennis changes, but not so much that it loses its traditional nature.

Did you know that the finals of the high school boys state champi-

onship in Texas through 1966 was a best-of-five set match? I know

because I watched Kenny mcmillan and Johnny Williams of Fort

Worth Arlington Heights defeat pancho Walthall and Bohn Smith of

San Antonio Alamo Heights in five sets in May 1966, and then win

again over the same team in three sets (split) in 1967. 

Put that on your tennis trivia list. The tiebreak at 6-all in any set

was originally a 9-point, win-by-one, in the early 1970s, and much

later before the current win-by-two, first-to-seven tiebreak. The first-

to-four, no-ad games came along even later. Add to these the change

from wooden rackets to metal to graphite to the current composites

with microchips and Wi-Fi (just kidding) frames that measured from 90

to 150 square inches for a while. The strings were made of dried

animal intestines, and only amateurs played with the “new” synthetic

nylon strings. 

Oh, and do you remember that we used only white tennis balls?

And hit them while wearing all-white clothing? The tournaments were

single elimination; you lose, you went home. Consolations were for

basketball tournaments. Tennis leagues for adults? Only for those just

wanting recreation – the serious tennis was at the tournaments.

Through all of this and other changes that may come to your mind as

well as wonderful new formats led by World TeamTennis, we will still

stay quiet during tennis points just as they probably did in 1895, when

the Texas Tennis Association first met during a tournament in Dallas.

Tennis grows by infrastructure centered more and more around

professional staff. This should be as a result of growth in the parts of

the game for neighborhood tennis to international and professional

tennis. Texas Tennis has grown from one full time employee 35 years

ago to the current 26. The USTA office has grown more than that.

Tennis is now an economic force for New York City as well as many

around the world. While I might pine for the good ol’ days of a slower

world, it is clear that the values of tennis has served us well and

continues to keep the sport at a high level of popularity. I for one do

not regret a minute (although some minutes were better than others)

of my time playing, teaching, coaching, and organizing opportunities

for tennis. Thanks to all of you for your support of our great sport.



creation of his own business.  

His livelihood resulted in a nice lifestyle, but more importantly, it

also allowed him to raise his children and provide them with the

opportunity to go to college and have their own professional career.

It’s as if tennis is the “game that keeps on giving.”

I would suggest that this type of story is more common than we

think.  Although maybe not the exact story, tennis provides so much to

us throughout our lives.  The friendships and health benefits are obvious.

It’s the more indirect benefits that we tend to forget.  The professional

contacts we make over the years.  The ability to earn a living and provide

for others.  The life examples we set for others especially children

including sportsmanship and integrity both on and off the court.

As we approach the mid-point in the second year of my two year

term as President, the Section will begin the process of electing new

officers and forming committees for the coming term.  These

committees work with the Section staff to provide a multitude of

programs across the state in conjunction with our partner Community

Tennis Associations (CTA) and other organizations.  Consider

becoming involved in USTA Texas, your local CTA or other organi-

zation involved in spreading tennis.  

Large or small – your efforts are needed to make the programs

successful.  There are opportunities to assist and provide direction in

both competitive tennis programs as well as community development

activities.  Volunteer applications will be opening soon on the USTA

Texas website.

Tennis – “The game that keeps on giving” and “the sport of a

lifetime.”
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At a recent USTA meeting, I was sitting with a Section volunteer

chatting about our recent hitting session.  The conversation turned to

his “career” in tennis and the impact tennis had had on his life.  This

impact is the primary reason for his volunteer activities at the Section

and National levels – to give back to the game that has provided so

much to he and his family.  

This individual played junior tennis and was fortunate to have

been offered and accepted a scholarship to play college tennis.  He

reflected on the lifelong friendships that have grown out of his tennis

starting during his junior playing days through the present adult and

senior tournament and league competitions.  The friendships were

great, but it was the educational opportunity provided through his

tennis scholarship that he really appreciated.  The education gave him

the ability to launch a professional career that then evolved into the

the preSiDent’S
ADvAntAGe

By Dan Barta
PRESIDENT - USTA TExAS

PRESENTED BY

www.texastennishotels.com

The Game That Keeps on Giving




